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9(y=(,i.)et=
Is an invariant subspace for each

↑eff/4n& Inn/
the reducible ray is just step

To identity matrix



Schar's Lemmon:Let's take a grep 6, and two
reducible representations 9:6-0N)

26+0(k)

If we have a linear may fatroxA:V-E
such that A8,895 =G5g)AVge G

Then either Ais invertible or A =0

pfiless consider K =GveVi /Av = 0?
suppose wet who



Ad19(W =258)AW = 0 forall ge 6, wek

but this nears 939)KCK for all -> 6
regeat same& K is an invariant subspace of & argument
↓ for imager

-) since , is irreducible either / K=-Arsuatible
(k =V +A =0

Corrolary:Suppose that& then[A,819)
=> A =x Id

of: Ais a square natux, so ithas an ergeugbe



is and an eigenvector v
16. Ar=1v

B =A - 1 Id
Bv =0 and [B,019)%:0 Us
-> Schus lemma *) B =&

-A x x Id

What does this corrolay mean for OM:
H1P = E:14 ofwe have some

groug Got sometimes then lets consider



~Eliss a subset ofblack states thattransformin
a reducible regresentation firesof G

Ug14X=3145/0559)
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o Otug) (HOneSej39)
[((( , 8(8)) =0
x [A=2S.jby Schar's leanaj

*that transform in irregs of 6 aredegenerate

if we can find irregs of space groups, then
we can know aboutsymmetric enforced degenerates



between block states.

Character theory:We cancharactere representations<

blooby at braces of natures

Let 40 the character ofregresentation & ofsys

43(9) =g(g)
some ingertantproperties of characters:

① 1089,9295%):t p88,99%)



=[039)(81323(95%)
=(00s,")88903r92%.
(g(32)
:70595

Canugacy class (8):Ehigh/he6

characters are constanton conjugacyclasses

② 83
=9822 i...8(9) =(28)Erg



**885 =([883)) =[(980in
- heg) + t gigs
=0,58) +7959)

1982 : Xa + 7a

③ of 9, and & are isomorphic in the sense that

vargut8eg) then NrX



Lets do a quick example
gt group Gum 6 =[6z/My
Lets look at therepresentations:
① Trial regresentation to fols)=1=jtMy

*8(9): (90530) =h()
=1

② Vector representation (Sis =V

&(6- (00..2:(*



&e) =(ip)
Yoda"(((*((=1 +1 =1

Na(ny t((y)) =0
Theres another Idepscan write

2'(my):(96)



①(0) =(en.
X.(MX=0

No(s =200s55
=1

We aretoshow that characters for irreducible
representations form a basis for the set ofall
characters.



suppose we have two regs 9, of c
86tus,)
9: 6+ U5V)

and some we have some Ailth but

Anight notcommute w/ the action RIQ

1955) 72259)A

we can always construct



As =[89).Ap,59)
go 6

then As9(91) =50959y1488)935)
:Ea/gyA prgg)

g" =gg)I g-gig'
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& As is either invertible or zero



↓
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and Az=1Id

Lets see what haggers when A is

equal to amatrix with onlyone natura
entry

A -
birth row

Asi ( &↑
V Vi -Jolan



As:(2,1055 gl9)Zi990
[As* =[[82(948*[958
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